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The development of a permanent rapprochement between the Graduate School and the New 
York Public Library — with a long-range commitment of public funds under an agreement that 
would permit the university’s cooperation in the development of those NYPL policies that affect 
its research collections — should be one of the Graduate School’s top priorities for the near 
future. 
–Mina Rees. The First Ten Years of the Graduate School of the City University of New York. 
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Mina Rees, the first President of the CUNY Graduate Center, set CUNY’s 
relationship with New York Public Library (NYPL) as a priority. The CUNY 
Graduate Center in its first location in the W. R. Grace Building on 42nd St. and 
in its second and current location on Fifth Avenue at 34th St. situated itself to 
offer CUNY faculty and graduate students access to the NYPL Central Library. 
NYPL’s Science Industry and Business Library (SIBL) and Oxford University 
Press opened on the Madison Ave. side of the B. Altman building in 1995, and the 
CUNY Graduate Center moved into the Fifth Ave. side in 1999. Though SIBL and 
the Graduate Center occupy the same building, CUNY’s use of NYPL is 
concentrated at the Central Library, home to the Rose Reading Room, the 
humanities and social sciences collections, and the Wertheim Study. CUNY 
faculty and graduates comprise about one third of the Wertheim Study scholars 
over the past several years. 
 
New York State has offered public libraries, including NYPL, a variety of funding 
to support particular projects and people. State aid for NYPL on behalf of CUNY 
began in 1968, and extends, in various forms, to this day. For historical detail, 
see NYSED.gov’s Summary Charts for Estimated Library Aid. Tragically, New 
York State aid to NYPL’s research collections on behalf of CUNY has declined 
significantly since 2007-2008. 
 
While New York state aid to NYPL on behalf of CUNY has declined, the NYPL-
CUNY library collaboration has intensified. 

• In 2011, NYPL’s participation in the MaRLI program allowed vetted CUNY 
faculty and grads to borrow from the NYPL, NYU, and Columbia research 
libraries. 

• In 2012, NYPL embraced CUNY faculty and grads as primary academic 
borrowing constituents. A CUNY GC or CUNY faculty ID presented at a NYPL 
research library entitles the holder to NYPL research material borrowing 
privileges, no vetting required. 



• In 2012-13, there were 1162 MaRLI registrants from NYPL, NYU, and 
Columbia. 806 (69%) were registered through NYPL. 396 (49%) of NYPL’s 
registrants were CUNY affiliates. 

• In 2013, MaRLI borrowing is modest overall (412 titles were on loan from all 
3 libraries in May 2013), but it serves CUNY significantly. CUNY accounts for 
40% to 55% of MaRLI borrowing. And the great majority of that borrowing 
(93%) is from the NYPL Central Library. 

• CUNY uses the NYPL Central Library’s 2nd floor Wertheim Study. Of about 
290 Wertheim scholars per year, 96 (33%) in 2010 and 103 (36%) in 2013 are 
CUNY affiliates. This year, 63 (22%) are Graduate Center students or faculty. 
 

• NYPL’s recently improved scan and delivery services and NYPL’s 
participation in the IDS Resource Sharing Project contribute enormously to 
CUNY and SUNY, and to the research generated by other colleges and 
universities in New York. While NYPL increases support for CUNY, New York 
City government should also support this efficient institutional relationship, 
providing an essential research library for New York City’s public higher 
education.  
 

• NYPL curators have accelerated collaboration with CUNY Graduate Center 
faculty and librarians to develop collections, e.g. in art history and French 
studies. 
 
NYPL serves the widest of academic publics. Scholars from NYU, Columbia, 
Princeton, Yale, and Rutgers make frequent use of NYPL’s collections even 
though they also enjoy exclusive access to large research libraries at their home 
institutions. The New York Public Libraries are the primary research libraries 
serving CUNY scholars and students, though. NYPL collections are essential to 
CUNY graduate students in the humanities and social sciences. While the CUNY 
libraries provide course-level support for CUNY scholars, excellent graduate-level 
work demands a mature, well-supported research library with strengths shaped 
and reflected by the graduate programs. With collaboration between CUNY 
scholars and NYPL curators in collection development, NYPL and CUNY 
strengthen and support each other, for the improvement of both.  
 
When New York City supports the research libraries of the NYPL, it also supports 
CUNY. 
And, New York City must continue support for the research libraries of the NYPL 
to ensure the excellence of CUNY graduate scholarship. To neglect NYPL’s capital 
funding will work to erode CUNY’s future excellence in graduate education and 
research.   
 
To preserve the city’s academic reputation and its vibrant creative economy, the 
City must not risk the viability of the NYPL as a center of artistic and scholarly 
work. Scholars who insist that the NYPL continue in its exact form and that it 
continue to function in patterns that served them in the previous century, not the 



coming one – reflect deep anxieties about changing patterns of scholarship 
already underway. NYPL must evolve in this digital age to support work in a 
growing variety of formats, with material from a huge variety of sources tied 
together in patterns that continuously deepen and multiply. The Central Library 
plan seeks to keep the New York Public Library, and New York City, a leader in 
global intellectual and artistic production in the next century. While critique and 
debate about any public change is generally helpful, New York City leadership 
would be negligent not to stand against preservationists who argue against all 
variety of change. NYPL renovations, and changes in library service patterns, are 
essential to New York City’s future viability as a cultural and intellectual center. 


